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OCTOBER MASTERMIND CALL- OCTOBER 8th

Two sections for today… weʼre going to go through a last part of the year reset … 
and do some Instagram training

last 90 days of the year, lets use this as a reset Iʼm craving it in my own 
business
a lot of you have made some shifts in your business in the last few weeks too 
launching new ideas/new business directions etc this is a good time to do 
this… I donʼt want you to wait til january to do this, start january off already so 
far ahead of the game
I also want to talk about HAVING FUN… fun is a magnet for good opportunities 
itʼs easier to attract things from this state… so how can you infuse more fun 
into what youʼre doing??
we discussed Instagram training (below)
And reviewed the level up document (due for homework)

Instagram training:

*aesthetic of your profile, this was sent in as a request to touch on 

There are some really important things when you are looking at the overall look of 
your instagram page… but WHY do the looks matter?

when someone lands on your page you have 3-5 seconds to impress them and 
intrigue them to hit follow or read more
this truly does impact your audience growth … if you feel like follower growth 
is stagnant or engagement is stagnant… this could be impacting this
I think this is something weʼll always be working on… even for myself

Common mistakes I see online + room for improvement for everyone
*and this is NOT me calling anyone out in the group, itʼs just things I see 
happening in general online so as I go through these I want you to rate yourself on 
these things
*these are all phases I went through too in my own instagram
*I also think we can all always be improving on these things including myself

Blurry Images/overfiltered images…. this has happened to me before.  If your 
lighting isnʼt great when you take the actual photo, this can happen or if your 
phone saves the photo as a small file this can also happen.  SOMETIMES 
planoly can be the culprit too… sometimes it sends it over to instagram as a 
blurrier image than it was original because it saves it as a small file to send it 
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over to the app… to help with this, try to lessen the filter, some photos you 
might not want to put a filter over it because itʼs distorting it too much.  You 
wonʼt know until you play with it a bit.  THIS IS WHY I PRE-PLAN ALL 
PHOTOS… when Iʼm on top of it I do a whack load of photos all at once

SHOW EXAMPLES OF THIS … and how it shows up in the feed

Dark photos: Canʼt really see your face, feed appears really dark… itʼs okay if 
this is your whole vibe but generally this will affect your results… when youʼre 
taking your photos, try to move closer to a window … I spin around when Iʼm 
trying to take a selfie, try not to have light behind you 

SHOW EXAMPLES OF THIS (danielle Amos Photo)

Too many stock photos… clearly looks like youʼve taken everything off 
pinterest and you donʼt have your own oomph behind it: you might be thinking 
hold up a  minute brittney told me this is an easy way to get content… yes itʼs 
an easy way to get content but how can you also throw in your own things into 
the mix to shake off the pinterest feel? And how can you choose stock photos 
that look like you couldʼve taken it yourself

Doesnʼt flow well … this takes practice but when you look at your 9 grid is it 
flowing?

too staged and not painting a lifestyle…. sometimes can come across as “too 
businessy”

Vision:
what do you envision your instagram account to look like when youʼre making 
6 figures/multiple 6 figures?
what type of content would you be showing?
how would you be showing up?
whats your community/audience all about and into?
whats your growth like? Engagement?

Mindset:
whats holding you back from showing ups t the next level on your account? 

Action:
what do you want to upgrade here with your instagram account? What would 6 
figure you do? … would she be getting a set of photos done? Purchase a filter 
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online?(preset), set aside time in her calendar for this each week to prepare?
How can you show up as her NOW on your instagram?… maybe you reach out 
to a local photographer who is just getting started and you trade photos for 
exposure on your account… or a small fee .. you can get photos done cheaply 
it doesnʼt have to cost much
photos are something I ALWAYS procrastinate on 
maybe you want to buy a good filter that comes with good instructions.. 
maybe you want to do a whole mood board session .. get a glass of wine on a 
friday night and create a mood board of what you envision for your account

WHAT ACTION ARE YOU TAKING TO START SHOWING UP AS YOUR 6 FIGURE 
SELF ON YOUR INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT

THIS IS YOUR HOMEWORK + screenshot what youʼve upgraded to hold yourself 
accountable


